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Introduction

D
espite management’s best intentions to deliver extraor-

dinary patient experiences, many times employees just

don’t know what to do. Front-line staff members are

often conflicted between “doing what’s right” for the busi-

ness, avoiding management scrutiny, exerting extra

unrewarded effort, and “doing what’s right” for the patient.  

Ultimately, employees should act in ways that exem-

plify the center’s “brand promise”—what identifies the

center in the minds of consumers, distinguishes it from

competitors, and constitutes the reason patients choose

the center over other options. For successful urgent

care centers, the “brand promise” typically focuses on

delivering an outstanding patient experience.

But lack of employee direction leads to inconsistency

in service delivery—among patient encounters, between

center locations, in quality of care, and in medical out-

comes—which necessarily undermines the brand.

Employees should never be left guessing what to do,

which is why successful urgent care centers implement

documented, measurable, improvable processes sup-

ported by technology.

What Is a Repeatable Process?

Because many urgent care centers have not documented

their operational processes, employees spend time re-

creating processes every time they’re carried out. Staff

may be intent on satisfying patients, but they perform

their jobs on-the-fly and the processes they follow may

vary significantly in terms of order, attention to detail,

and quality. While a majority of patients may experi-

ence the “brand promise,” there will be significant vari-

ation between those who are highly satisfied and highly

dissatisfied with the service received. Consider the dif-
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ferences between “tribal knowledge” and “repeatable

processes” in Table 1.

A “repeatable process” refers to performing a task

numerous times with a certain level of predictability in

terms of the quality of the output. For example, when

registering a patient, certain steps should occur, such as

scanning identification cards, verifying the patient’s

correct address and phone number, ensuring that insur-

ance coverage is valid, and collecting co-pays, deducti -

bles, and prior balances. If a front-office assistant fails to

follow these steps consistently, the center will see

increases in rejected claims, patient receivables, returned

mail, and operating losses.

The major processes in an urgent care center should

be documented and from those processes, policies and

instructions created for employees to carry out their

responsibilities. Once standardized, a process can be

measured, which allows monitoring and facilitates

improvements over time.

How To Develop Repeatable Processes

The urgent care operator’s goal should be a “playbook” for

every position in the center. In football, the coach’s play-

book contains descriptions and diagrams of plays that the

team has practiced and is capable of executing in a game.

More succinct, a playbook is a collection of tactics and

methods that have been tested and tried. In an urgent

care center, an operational playbook includes roles and

responsibilities, policies and procedures, workflows,

checklists, templates, forms, and various other job aids.

It’s difficult to come up with the ideal repeatable

process unless you fully grasp how the center is function-

ing today. The development of a playbook starts with

documenting all the processes and procedures currently

used in the urgent care center. As illustrated in Figure

1, simple flow diagrams can be used to understand every

process in the center. Involve front-line staff, medical

providers, center support functions, and senior manage-

ment in process documentation via brainstorming ses-

sions, individual interviews, and direct observation.

Engaging everyone in the center can provide a 360-

degree view as to how things are working, bottlenecks

and pain points, and opportunities for improvement.

After the process is understood, the next step is to

identify measures around the processes. Measures

related to time, quantity, errors, cost, supplies, resource

count, and profit should be tied to the performance of

a specific process, such that the process can be moni-

tored over time. Monitoring should be detailed to the

level of a center, position, or employee. For example,

when looking at the accuracy of front-office data entry,

the number of “zero EOBs” is a good metric, but the abil-

ity to tie an EOB to a specific event and then aggregate

those events to demonstrate trends will demonstrate

where the process is and is not being followed. Correc-

tive action can thus follow.

Table 1: Tribal Knowledge vs. Repeatable Processes

Tribal knowledge is “information that is known to individuals

within a group but not to those outside of it.” Unlike a process

that can be trained, tribal knowledge is “passed down” as staff

learns “by doing,” from other colleagues, and through “trial-

and-error.” The problem with tribal knowledge in an urgent

care center is that it’s not scalable, there’s a significant

productivity ramp-up period for new hires, knowledge leaves

the organization with its employees, its effectiveness is

speculative and hypothetical, and it can change over time

based on ideas and experiences that may not serve the

center’s best business interest.

By contrast, a repeatable process is documented, tested, and

integrated with other processes before staff is formally trained

in its execution. A repeatable process is facilitated by

technology and is designed around metrics that can be tracked

over time to evaluate the efficiency, effectiveness, and

consistency of the process. When processes are documented,

internal communication improves as managers can ask staff,

“What phase are you in with this patient?” The manager will

then know what the staff member is working on, what the

next steps should be, and how the manager can help expedite

flow or resolve any issues. This common understanding of

what everyone in the center should be doing is the basis for

having a “service culture.”

“Employees should never be

left guessing what to do, 

which is why successful 

urgent care centers implement

documented, measurable,

improvable processes 

supported by technology.”
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Continual Improvement

Even when a process is intended to be repeated without

variation, that doesn’t mean the process can’t adapt and

change over time. As the details of health care reform

become more defined, urgent care centers can expect to

see significant changes related to billing, reimburse-

ment, technology, and patient utilization. In addition,

as new competitors enter the fray, urgent care centers

will be forced to examine their staffing models, market-

ing tactics, and product line offerings. So, to be success-

ful over time, it’s clear that a center’s processes must be

able to adapt and change.  

In addition to monitoring metrics, an urgent care

operator should engage key stakeholders including

front-line staff, providers, center support functions, and

even patients in periodically reviewing and suggesting

improvements to processes. Once a detailed playbook is

in place, updating processes is as easy as replacing pages

in the playbook because the structure and context for

the process is already in place.

Before implementing a process in a center, however,

the process should be piloted. A pilot is a small-scale pre-

liminary study conducted in order to evaluate the fea-

sibility, efficiency, dependencies, and adverse impact of

a process prior to its full implementation. Once a process

has been piloted, refined, and agreed upon by the stake-

holders, then the playbook can be updated and the

process implemented through staff training.

Technology Integration

Technology forms the backbone of repeatable processes.

Consider the use of technology to support front-end

processes in another industry—the airlines. Whereas all

passenger transactions—simple or complex—were at

one time handled at the ticket counter, today customers

largely use self-service technologies to buy tickets online,

check-in for flights using a smart phone app, and check

bags using a street-side kiosk. These technologies have

Figure 1. Mapping of Steps from Arrival to Departure

Anyone who has spent more than 30 minutes in the front office of a busy urgent care center would make the same observation—

the same basic steps occur for every patient who arrives at the center. Understanding that customer service is a process means

that every activity in a center can be documented using simple flow charts as illustrated. The starting point of creating an operations

playbook is to follow a patient through the center and note every time the patient acts or is acted upon.
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not only reduced the costs of operating the ticket coun-

ters, but they’ve also freed airline agents to spend more

time helping those customers most “in need” with can-

celled flights or missed connections.  

Likewise, an urgent care center should have technol-

ogy that fully supports its processes. The packaged prac-

tice management and electronic medical record sys-

tems used in most urgent care centers are built around

best-practice workflows, therefore, a center ideally

should adapt its processes to the technology in place. As

organizations grow, they acquire the means to build cus-

tom technology solutions or modify existing technology

to meet their specific process needs.

Why Repeatable Processes Are Necessary for Growth

There are a number of ways that an urgent care cen-

ter can grow. As patient volume increases, the center

can extend its hours, expand its square footage, and

hire more providers. It can also introduce new servic-

es, perhaps expanding into occupational medicine and

travel health. Or, it can open additional locations to

increase its presence in a community. Regardless of how

it grows, an urgent care center cannot grow if its oper-

ating model is not scalable.  

Scalability refers to the ability of a process or system

to accommodate increased volume. Absent a focus on

developing repeatable processes, organizations typically

become more complex as they grow. The demands of an

expanding number of products, systems, and proto-

cols can be overwhelming to staff. As matrix layers of

management become further removed from front-end

delivery, ever-increasing demands of the front-line mean

that productivity, quality, and the patient experience

begin to suffer. Growth stalls and from a profit and loss

perspective, the organization may end up worse off

than if it had remained small and focused. Key to scal-

ability is thus simplicity and flexibility—processes and

systems that are easy to use and can be modified to fit

an increasing number of business scenarios.

Table 2 demonstrates that when work is repetitive in

nature and output is measurable, the most effective

organizational structure is one built around repeatable

processes.  

Conclusion

The development of repeatable processes is the basis for

building and running an efficient, effective and scalable

urgent care operation. Achieving consistent quality

results is therefore dependent on investing time in

process design and documentation. Once an opera-

tional playbook is developed and processes are imple-

mented, they must be measured and monitored in the

pursuit of continuous operational improvement. !
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Table 2: The Conundrum: Repeatable Processes or
Repeatable Results?

Repeatable processes are a defining feature of an “efficient

bureaucracy”—an organizational structure with

concentrated administrative power, hierarchical

management, and precisely defined rules and procedures.

Unfortunately, when we think of bureaucracy, we often

think of red tape, de-motivated employees, and an internal

focus that disregards customer service. Government

agencies like the Postal Service or Bureau of Motor Vehicles

frequently come to mind. It is true that in many fields, a

rigid bureaucracy that prioritizes process over results can

be a hindrance to growth, service, and profitability. But

consider the difference between:1

! Focusing on the Process: Taking the same route to

work every single day, without regard to weather,

construction, school in session, or traffic patterns; and

! Focusing on the Results: Arriving at work at 8:30 am

every day, varying the route and the method (auto,

bicycle, train/bus) as changing conditions demand.

Theoretically, management should not care about the

process, but rather, the results.  However, when the nature

of work is regulated, repetitive, constant, and measurable—

such as an urgent care center’s front-office function—the

only way to achieve consistent results over time is by

identifying the most efficient way to do the work, building

systems and processes to facilitate, and then repeating for

every transaction. Experienced managers learn that

operational results can only be attained consistently when

everyone is following the same playbook. Such is the

definition of an “efficient bureaucracy.”

Adapted from Amber SW. “Bureaucracy Isn’t Discipline,” IBM developerWorks

Blog, 18 Nov 2008. Accessed January 4, 2013.


